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Whole method procedure demands the continuous repetition
of an entire body of material until the desired stage of mastery
is attained. Part procedure demands an initial mastery of
of definite sections of the material and the final connection of
these different sections in proper serial order. These two meth-
ods have been employed at length for investigating the learning
of logical material (both prose and poetry) and also for non-
sensical material. Although the various psychologists of the
German, French and English laboratories have scarcely been
uniform in their definition and use of the "part" method, never-
theless their results have been very uniform and accepted as
conclusive. Consequently, it seems established that the "whole"
method of learning is far more advantageous than the "part"
method, both for speed of learning, more correct formations of
associations, and more permanent retention. But the motor
field of learning has not been given the same degree of attention
showered upon rote and logical materials. This paper directs
attention to the motor field.

Learning the maze is a type of motor problem that affords
splendid opportunity for testing and comparing the whole and
part methods. It is a problem whose general nature can be
easily mastered, but which at the same time requires many trials
and high energy expenditure for the setting-up of the many
associations demanded. The cul de sacs, retracing opportuni-
ties, etc., offer many chances for error, all of which can be readily
noticed and recorded by the experimenter. Also, there is no
question as to when the problem is completely mastered by the
various subjects, a nicety scarcely possible in the oral repetition
of a long body of nonsensical material. Finally, the maze prob-
lem better than any other gives an opportunity for comparing
the learning behavior of humans and lower animals when learn-
ing conditions are made identical.

1 Read at the annual meeting of the American Psychological Association, Dec.
27-30, 1916.
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ffi
..[ A maze for testing learning by "whole" and "part" methods. Each of the four sections has an independent
ij entrance and exit at the common center. The course of the true pathway is represented by a dotted running line.
j Dotted lines across the pathways represent removable panels. By means of these, it is possible to arrange the areas
'!. BO that the maze can be learned as a whole; in parts later to be connected; forwards or backwards, etc. The rectang-
V ular areas around the center form a distributing gallery, by means of which the runner may pass from one section to
I some section not adjacent, e. g., I-III.
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The accompanying diagram represents a maze admirably
suited for whole-part testing. There are four distinct parts or
units to the maze, each possessing the same number and type
of cul de sacs, the same linear distance in the true pathway,
entrances and exits into a common open place, etc. By the
removal of sliding panels, the maze can be learned as a whole or
separately learned parts easily connected. Consequently, learn-
ing this maze is highly comparable to learning such material as
a poem or a nonsensical series, where the sections are equated for
length, and where the material may be learned as a whole, in
parts or in any desired combination of parts.

The maze for the humans was constructed out of a cast brass
plate, the true pathway and cul de sacs being represented by
grooves. The maze was kept under screen and the subject, by
placing his arm under the screen, learned the true pathway by
traversing the grooved course with a pencil. Herein he was
forced to rely solely upon the tactual-kinaesthetic avenues for
data gathering. The maze was duplicated in every particular
for animal learning, the animal maze being of the type common
to the animal laboratories. Rats were used for this phase of the
experiment. Though not deprived of vision (as was the case
with the human subjects), the learning conditions for the rats
are highly comparable to those of the human, as the rats have
been shown to rely mainly upon the tactile-kinaesthetic sensory
systems in mastering a maze area.

College students from the classes in Introductory Psychology
were used as subjects. Each learner was assigned either the
whole or some part method and given two trials in succession
each day until the problem was mastered. The number of
cul de sacs entered while going forward, those entered while
returning toward the entrance, and the number of sections of
the return path traversed were recorded as three different types
of errors—A, B, and C. These, together with the time of each
run and the number of trials required for complete mastery,
constitute the data upon which the subsequent generalizations
are based. Each rat was given two trials per day and the learn-
ing data secured as in the case of the humans.

Humans and rats agree in finding the whole method far more
efficient, especially when no more retracing is allowed than is
possible in part learning. For the humans, the whole method
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shows an advantage of 26, 126, and 195% respectively, for the
number of trials, time and errors. In the case of the rats, there
is neither advantage nor disadvantage for the number of trials,
but there is decided advantage of 13 and 44% respectively, for
time and errors. Consequently, insofar as the maze type of
learning can be taken as typical, it is conclusive that the pure
part method of learning is non-efficient in the motor field, thus
duplicating the results established for verbatim learning.

TABLE I.
Whole and Part Methods in Maze Learning

No. of
Individuals

Method
Whole

—Returns Allowed..
Returns Prevented..

(Humans) Trials Time

6
6

12
17

641'
541

16
23

B

13
6

Errors
C

97
52

Total

126
81

23
10
11
22

1220
352
618

1014

Trials Time

27
30

30
11
21
17

4174"
1666

1907
662

1442
882

36
10
15
27

54
56

74
39
45
22

25
3

11
24

B

24
4

17
2
9
5

176
44
70

175

Errors
C

139
51

108
24
88
49

237
57
96

226

Total

217
111

199
65

142
76

Part
—Pure Part 6
Progressive 6
Direct Repetitive.... 6
Reversed Repetitive. 6

No. of
Individuals

Method (Rats)
Whole

—Returns Allowed.. 12
Returns Prevented.. 9

Part
—Pure Part 9
Progressive 9
Direct Repetitive.... 11
Reversed Repetitive. 8
Tables to show the averages of human and rat groups in learning a maze by whole

or part methods. The first whole method permits unlimited returning; the second
allows no more retracing than is normally possible in the pure part method. The
various part methods differ regarding the time and manner of the act of connection.

The elements of waste in part learning demand isolation.
Several hypotheses are open for testing. In the first place, the
high error and time scores in part learning may be due to the
fact that learning the first motor units renders the mastery of the
subsequent ones more difficult. This condition may be termed
negative transfer. If control groups of learners are taught either
units II, III, or IV and these scores formulated in ratio with the
results of the part learners for the particular section, the strength
of the negative transfer is easily measured. But such a com-
parison reveals that the part learners were not handicapped
by having mastered earlier units but were materially aided. For
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the humans there was a positive transfer of 2.3, 46, and 70% for
sections II, III, and IV; for the rat situation, 43, 47, and 9%
respectively".

A second hypothesis is that the waste is due to disintegration
through time. Considering the fact that only two learning
trials were given per day, quite a significant time interval elapses ,
between the time the first units were learned and until they are
again traversed in the final act of connection. For the humans,
this time interval averages 13, 8, and 5 days for sections I, II,
and III respectively, and 15, 11, and 4 days respectively, for
the rats. When new learners are taught a single section and
allowed to rest for the same interval that the part learners estab-
lished, and the disintegration of the motor habit measured by
the relearning expenditure, the disintegration is shown to be
practically nothing. Most of the subjects retained a complete
control over the activity and only showed a slightly slower speed
for the first relearning trials.

A third hypothesis is that of retro-active inhibition. Perhaps
learning the later units unseats the habits earlier set up. Spec-
ifically, does the part learner have a control over each unit when
he again faces them in the complex act of final connection? New
groups of subjects were taught all the motor units as for part
learning, but were then not given the connecting trials. Instead,
they were retrained upon unit I. This relearning expenditure
is the measure of the retro-active effect exerted upon unit I
because of having learned units II, III and IV subsequently.
But the groups displayed almost perfect control over unit I.
When retrained upon the remaining units, the identical retention
of skill was shown. Consequently, it was clear that retro-active
inhibition is to be disregarded as an explanation of why the part
learners fail in the complex act of connection.

A fourth hypothesis is that of contiguity of unit functioning.
The three earlier tests have shown that all the units can function
perfectly as units, provided that a considerable time interval
(24 hours) is allowed between tests. But in the final stage of
part method learning, the units are forced into a contiguity of
functioning. Does this cause the control over the units to be
lost? Perhaps there is marked interference between the several
acts if contiguity of functioning is required. To test this hypo-
thesis, new groups were taught the four units and thereafter given
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an opportunity not to connect the units but rather to have a
single trial in various combinations of the units. For example,
the task of the day might call for running the units as units in
the order that completely reversed the learning conditions,
namely,—IV, III, II, I. Since all the entrances and exits were
from a common center, this was easily rendered possible. In no
case did the groups average higher than 2/5ths errors per day.
The subjects showed almost constant ability to adjust to chang-
ing requirements day after day, hence showing that the part
learner has absolute control over all the units he has mastered,
so long as these are kept as units.

A final hypothetical cause of waste is that of unit incom-
patibility in a larger series. Perhaps no unit can continue to
function as a specific part of a bigger motor situation. Perhaps
the many trials of connection suffice for uprooting the unit
habits and establishing a single, comprehensive habit. But
this is an extravagant assumption, as shown by the present test.
The maze employed may be so adjusted as to compel the subject
to run the problem as a whole, to run any part of it, or to elimi-
nate certain unit areas and leave the beginning and terminal
areas still in the act. Both humans and rats show an amazing
accuracy in accommodating to such changes, whether these be
in combinations I to III, II to IV, or apparently the most diffi-
cult one possible, namely IV to I. This warrants two conclusions,
—that a motor unit can function as such, provided it is part of
a larger whole; also, that no incompatibility between specific
parts exists in the motor problem.

These five tests emphasize the necessity of excluding as factors
of waste in part learning whatever refers to the mastery of the
several units or the interrelationship between these units. To
the writer, therefore, it seems apparent that all the waste in
part learning occurs in the act of connection and is here traceable
almost entirely to the influence of place association.

Place association refers to the definite location of an element
of a problem in reference not only to the remaining details of
that problem but to the entire environment. Waiving a dem-
onstrable comparison between the case of rote learning and a
motor problem of the maze type, (so far as each involves place
association), attention may be directed to the types of positional
relationships established in the motor problem now under dis-
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cussion. These are temporal and spatial. A constant short
time span for each unit means to the subject a cessation of the
running and the substitution of some other desired activity.
No doubt each critical turn of the course gets itself located in
the entire time span just as definitely as a term is located in a
series of nonsensical syllables. Again, a definite distance trav-
ersed comes to mean cessation of the running activity. Finally,
each turn, cul de sac, and section of the true pathway becomes
positionally established with reference to many aspects, e. g.,
the opening into the food-box, the starting place, the position of

• the experimenter, etc. These positional establishments (the
necessary by-products in the mastery of each unit) seem to
demand breaking up when the units are being connected. Herein
is assigned the waste in part learning.

Evidence for this may be drawn from three sources. In the
first place, the behavior in the initial act of connection shows,
by the constant returning to the starting place, the delay at
closed exits, the hesitation, confusion, discouragement, etc.,
etc., that the runner is vainly relying upon short time and dis-
tance relationships to bring the changed activity previously
secured. In the second place, the evidence produced by the
tests earlier discussed argues for this hypothesis of place asso-
ciation. Here it was shown that all the units could function
perfectly as units and that any part of a greater whole could
function perfectly. In neither such case are the positional
establishments destroyed. But a third line of evidence is experi-
mental. Here this question must be answered: If the act of
connection is controlled, cannot the learner be made to eliminate
the positional factors while these are few and not deeply en-
trenched? To test the matter, several modified "part" methods
were utilized. Space permits only a detailed discussion of the
"progressive part" method.2 Herein the subject learns the
first two units as units and proceeds at once to the act of con-
nection. Then Section III is mastered as a unit. This is
immediately joined to the I—II unity previously established.
Section IV, learned and connected, completes the entire series.
The results are astounding. Both humans and rats master the

sFor a detailed discussion of the several methods, see Pechstein, L .A. Whole vs.
Part Methods in Motor Learning. A Comparative Study, Psychol. Rev., Mon.
Supp., Vol. XXIII, No. 2,1917.
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problem with scores far superior not only to those secured by
the pure part method but especially to those made by the whole
method. Also, this superiority is recorded by all types of measur-
ing criteria, both time, trials and total errors. Moreover, the
demonstrated superiority of this "progressive part" method is
illustrated as well by several other modifications of the pure
part method. All such methods set up positional relationships
when the separate units are being mastered, but they demand
a steady and progressive elimination of these. Upon the dis-
tributive handling furnished the positional factors, does much of
their value rest.

Yet it seems reasonable that any progressive handling of the
positional factors should be expected merely to cause the scores
of the modified part methods to approach as a limit the much
advertised attainments of whole method learning. But their
demonstrated superiority certainly commands attention. There
are certain inherent elements of strength to part method learning,
to which time denies a discussion in this paper. These inherent
advantages, taken in conjunction with the progressive and
distributive handling of the positional factors, explain the super-
iority of the modified part methods over the whole method.

These remarks are meant to apply to that field of motor learn-
ing represented by the maze. However, the demonstrated
advantages operating herein lead the writer to question a thor-
ough-going statement of the superiority of the whole method
in the fields of veibatim learning until the results of certain
modified forms of part learning have been obtained and found
inferior.


